What’s Happening
in Year 11G this
Half Term?

Spring 2

Learning Activities
In the core subjects of English and Maths pupils will
continue to further their
functional skills with a series
of trips in to the community.
When in class our English
sessions will continue the focus
around the topic
‘Detectives’. The
class will look at what skills
are needed to be a detectives and rehearse activities
such as interviewing and
roleplay. We will also participate in World Book and explore the theme of Animals in
literacy.
Maths lessons will
continue to develop
our pupils number
skills but with a
strong emphasis on time
(analogue & digital) to further develop life skills. Our
pupils will be given tasks such
as reading timetables and

solving time problems involving calculating how much time
has passed. The
activities will continue to be differentiated to meet
the ability of each child.

ware such as PowerPoint and

Science will continue to focus
on the Chemistry
topic - Elements,
Mixtures and Compounds. This unit
will see pupils explore which
materials have good thermal
and electrical conductivity in
a series of investigations.
We will use equipment such
as circuit boards, batteries,
buzzers, thermometers and
timers.

Leisure Time’. This will see

Computing will see
pupils plan, design
and create presen-

apple clips.

Our ASDAN theme this term
is ‘Making the Most of Our
the class explore what free
and paid for activities we can
access in our communities
and try new activities which
may interest us and improve
our fitness.
Online safety will see pupils
look at how to how to avoid
scams and fake
websites . We will
also revisit the
importance of passwords and
how to keep them safe.

tations using soft-

Other Curriculum Activities
This half term PE will take place on Monday mornings and will see pupils try the sport
Tag Rugby. We have a specialist coach coming into school to run these sessions from
the Rugby League club Sale Sharks! Pupils should wear tracksuit bottoms, t-shirt and
their leavers hoody. Food Technology will continue on Thursday mornings
We use circle times this half term to discuss college and leaving school as we prepare our pupils
for leaving Astley Park as well as begin a count down chart.

Special points of interest:

Prom will take place on the 27/06/18. Pupils tickets are available for £20 payment can be made in increments.
There will be 3 non-uniform days this half term;
02/03/18, 09/03/18, 16/03/18. Donations will help provide prizes for
the Easter Bingo

